
Network License Setup

CAD Viewer / CAD Markup / QA-CAD / QA-CAD LT 2022 

Overview

The CAD Viewer / CAD Markup / QA-CAD / QA-CAD LT 2022 Network Licenses allow the software to be installed on any 
number of computers in a local area network, with the maximum number of concurrent users as specified in the purchased 
license.

Setup Steps

(1) Decide on a 'share' folder that will be accessible to all users. The folder must exist and be read/writable for all users. 
Typically the folder will be on a server, but may be on any computer that is accessible to all clients.  The share folder is where 
license information is stored.

(2) Install the software on a client computer by running the setup file.

(3) Start the installed software by clicking on its desktop icon, or by locating it in the Windows Start menu.
Enter the location of the share folder (as decided in step 1.)

Important

Note that the share folder location needs to be entered exactly the same on all client computers. For example the 2 pathnames 
below

\\servername\share
\\servername.domain.com\share

may point to the same share folder, but would each generate different identifier values.  It is a requirement that the same exact 
path be used on all client computers, for example \\servername\share.

(4) After the share folder is selected, the software will prompt for the license details. This step requires the computer to have 
Internet access. Enter the "License ID" and "Password" provided at purchase.

Upon successful activation a license file will be generated and stored in the share folder.



(5) Install the software on any other clients that need to use the software by repeating steps (2) and (3) only.

Common Activation Issue

The ‘Activate Online’ dialog as at step 4 should be a one time only occurrence.  Upon a successful activation the generated 
license file is stored to the share folder.   If the ‘Activate Online’ dialog appears on subsequent installations, it indicates that the 
software did not find the stored license file.  The most likely cause is that a different share path was entered.  Go back and 
reenter the correct share path.  Make sure to enter this exact same path for all clients.

Software Setup file name

CAD Viewer 2022 Network License
CAD Markup 2022 Network License
QA-CAD 2022 Network License
QA-CAD LT 2022 Network License

cvsetup2022en_nw.exe
cmsetup2022en_nw.exe
qasetup2022en_nw.exe
qlsetup2022en_nw.exe


